The Happiest Christmas Tree

Easy Beginner
Choreo: Darolyn Pchajek
Nat "King" Cole – Christmas is for Children
darolyn@daretoclog.com

Start as soon as music begins

PART A

3 FlapJacks:          DS Tch right Tch front Tch right
                      L    R    R    R

Chain (full turn right):       DS RS RS RS
                                 R    LR LR LR

PART B

Fancy Double:             DS DS RS RS
                         L    R    LR LR

2 Touches:                DS Tch front DS Tch front
                         L    R    R    L

Triple Kick Forward:       DS DS DS Kick
                         L    R    L    R

PART C

Chain (full turn left):       DS RS RS RS
                               L    RL RL RL

Chain (full turn right):      DS RS RS RS
                               R    LR LR LR

Rocking Chair (1/2 turn left):  DS Br Up DS RS
                                 L    R    R    LR

Out Cross Turn:          Jump feet out, Jump cross feet, turn ½ left, Clap
                       BOTH RL    BOTH RL

ENDING:

2 Flapjacks (1/4 turn left) – Do to each wall starting with left

SEQUENCE:       A    B    B    C    B    A    B    B    C    B   Ending